
Today I’m going to talk a little bit about the practicalities involved in planning and facilitating a 

physical activity session. And I’m going to talk today particularly from my perspective as a dance and 

movement psychotherapist, and the sorts of approaches that I take which might translate to your 

work.  

So just to give you a bit of background, dance movement psychotherapy is related to the other, the 

other arts therapies, art, music, drama therapy. And it takes a holistic approach, based on the belief 

that the body and mind are interconnected and interdependent. So an example of this would be 

within our everyday language. When we talk about how we’re feeling and we say ‘I’m feeling low’ or 

‘I’m feeling down’, we can recognise that those words have a physical direction which is also 

reflective of what happens in our bodies, our faces, when we’re feeling in that, that kind of 

emotional state. The opposite of that, we might say ‘I feel like I’m on a high’, ‘I feel really upbeat’, 

‘I’ve got a spring in my step’. Again these are physical descriptions which relate to our emotional 

state of mind. And so what dance therapy does is it says, well, if our body and movement state can 

reflect how we’re feeling, how about, change, you, making changes to our body and movement state 

to be able to then change how we’re feeling. And that’s basically the principle that, that this kind of 

work is based on.  

So here you can see there’s a list of other related approaches, there will be lots more that are all 

based on this belief that the mind and the body are interconnected and therefore if you make 

changes to your physical body, to the way that you move, it can also make changes to the way that 

you’re feeling.  

So just a reminder that there are different functions of movement and physical activity, not just the 

physical which is the obvious thing that we think about. There’s also this cognitive aspect, an 

emotional aspect, and a social aspect. 

So when we first get started and we’re thinking about delivering a physical activity session, it’s really 

important that as a facilitator to feel prepared. So that might be about making sure that you’ve got a 

plan for what you’re going to do and that you’ve brought the items with you that you need, but 

there’s also something about feeling psychologically prepared. Now for me, before I run a 

movement session I try to make sure that I’ve got both my feet on the ground, really feel myself 

there in the space, take some deep breaths, and remind myself to be there in the moment with 

people, not to be thinking about other things maybe that I need to be doing that day or other 

responsibilities that I have. And that helps me to feel prepared, and you need to find your ways that 

you feel really prepared and ready to facilitate that session. Thinking about the space that you’re 

holding the session in is also really important, because that can make a difference to whether people 

feel like they want to take part in the session or not. So whether it’s a space outside or inside, 

thinking about what helps that space to feel comfortable, to feel accessible, to feel light, maybe to 

have music on to create a certain atmosphere. All those sorts of things will be important to consider. 

And how you invite and encourage people to join in, so not just the advertising that you do to get 

people to come to a physical activity session, but also that, those invitations in the moment where, 

for example, if you’re within a care home or a Meeting Centre you might have a captive audience 

that may or may not want to join in. And how you invite and encourage people to join in without 

them feeling pressured or that they have to will be a really important aspect. 

So warming up and cooling down. Now in our other lecture this week Tom will talk about the 

importance physically of warming up and cooling down for our bodies, but there’s also a 

psychological aspect to this. So getting ourselves into the right state of mind for the physical activity 

that we’re going to be engaging in. If we were to turn up at a dance class and find that the music was 



blaring and we were immediately moving into a really energetic movement, not only would that feel 

a bit uncomfortable for us physically, but also it would feel psychologically jarring and 

uncomfortable, and maybe we wouldn’t feel really ready to get involved in something like that until 

we’d built up towards it. Sometimes the kind of psychological warm up can be a bit more subtle. If 

we’re going for a walk maybe that process of all getting our coats on, making sure we’ve got our 

bags with us, and those sorts of things. Talking about the route that we’re going to take, that might 

be our psychological warm up before we do that physical activity. And the other way round, in terms 

of our cooling down, also thinking about how we finish our sessions so that we don’t have an abrupt 

ending to the physical activity, not just for physical reasons but also because psychologically it helps 

somebody to transition from the next part, to the next part of their day. That kind of, that sort of 

ending of your sessions is also an opportunity for people to reflect on the physical activity and talk 

about it, talk about when they’ll do it next, maybe talk about what else they’re doing in the rest of 

their day. And it also gives an opportunity for gratitude, both for, from the participants to say thank 

you for the activity that they’ve taken part in, and also for you as a facilitator to be able to thank 

people for the part that they’ve taken in that, that session. 

So how can one size fit all? We know that physical activity sessions often deliver to groups, and we 

know, we’ve already talked about how people within those groups are each unique individuals with 

different needs. So how can we tailor one activity to meet those differing needs? So the example I’ve 

given here is of a football game. We know that there’s different roles within the game like passing 

the ball, shooting and goalkeeper, but there’s also roles connected with the game. So things like the 

referee, the score keeper, the commentator, the football fan, even the song leader, so recognising 

that within your group of people you might have somebody who will fit within those different roles 

that are still connected with that same activity, but maybe slightly to, to one side. And that those will 

help to, for people to be able to bring their own identity, their own life story, their own personality 

into that, that activity. And the ways that we interact and encourage or comment, understanding 

people’s life story, understanding their preferences and personality will also have an impact on 

someone’s wellbeing. And I’ve popped a little quote here from Alzheimer’s Scotland Football 

Reminiscence Project where someone says ‘I drive here with this sad person with dementia and I 

bring home my husband’, which I thought was a really lovely illustration of that, the importance of 

that identity and life story when we’re connecting with people through physical activity. 

So I also wanted to talk briefly about what I refer to as movement props, and these are the items 

that you might want to bring into your physical activity session. So things like balls, beanbags, 

balloons, scarves, etc. etc., which can be used by individuals or they can be shared through a group. 

These sorts of objects can create quite a fun, playful atmosphere, and they’re also really good for 

spontaneous movement. So if you have a, a giant balloon that you’re passing through a group, it 

doesn’t need a set of instructions with it, you don’t need to give people directions. You could give 

people suggestions if you want, but essentially if a giant balloon comes towards you you’ll catch it, 

you’ll knock it, you’ll head it. It doesn’t need a, a rule book, and it can create a really nice activity. 

Also enables people to use those reflex responses that we have really kind of hardwired into us. So 

that, that response to kind of protect our, our face for example if something’s coming towards us. 

And we can tailor to the fact that people’s reflexes may have slowed down by changing the, the 

props that we use. So a ball will move faster than a balloon, a balloon will move more slowly which 

means that those reflex responses have got time to kick in.  

So finally, just some practical suggestions and tips to finish with. Make sure that you’re planning 

ahead and that you’re preparing both the activity that you’re doing but also yourself. Thinking about 

the space that you’re holding it. Keep the activity that you’re doing simple. So it’s really easy to 



overcomplicate what we’re doing, but if we remind ourselves about the changes that people are 

experiencing in their brain, and how difficult it might be to be able to take on lots of different 

instructions, if we can keep things simple it means people are more likely to succeed, they’re more 

likely to relax, and they’re more likely to be able to engage and enjoy themselves. Think about how 

you can tailor and adapt the sessions for the people in your group, and that might mean tailoring 

different parts of the activity to different people. Have a plan, but also don’t be afraid to stray from 

it and go with the flow. Often the most brilliant sessions come from somebody within your group 

maybe bringing in a different element that you hadn’t intended to, and if you’re able to embrace 

that and go with that flow of something new then it can take you to some really good places. Make 

sure that you’re using observation skills. So we talk in the caring professions about listening skills, 

but in this context our observation skills are really important. So noticing the sorts of movements 

that people are making, being able to mirror those back, being able to comment and praise people 

for the, the ways that they’re engaging, those things are really, really useful. Try to stay in the 

moment and be with the person where they are. So we don’t want to be distracted by other things, 

we want to have genuine relationships with the people that we’re, we’re running these physical 

activity sessions with. Be patient and persevere. This isn’t always easy work, it’s easy for someone 

else to describe it. And if you’re new to delivering physical activity it does take time to build these 

skills. So just keep trying, and, and you will get there. And really, most importantly, try to relax and 

enjoy yourself. So think about the things that feel enjoyable for you and if you’re enjoying yourself 

it’s likely that somebody else will reflect that back to you. Thank you. 


